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JOHN STARBUCK

Mad Dogs?

A t 3693 metres, Gunnbjmnsfjeld is the highest peak within the Arctic.
It has been climbed more than 40 times in summer, but prior to the

two expeditions recounted here, had never been attempted in winter. Both
were commercial ventures.

The first winter ascent attempt was made in 2004 by a team including
the author. Shortly before the expedition was due to depart the UK the
team was denied a permit to start before 1 April, thereby effectively
prohibiting a pre-equinox ascent. After much dialogue, which employed
the skills of a Greenlandic law expert, a permit was eventually granted for
a very late start on IS March.

Members flew by scheduled flights to north-west Iceland from where a
chartered ski-equipped aeroplane would carry them to land directly on the
glaciers of the Watkins Mountains in East Greenland at about 21 OOm. As
the Greenland coast was crossed, thick cloud was encountered and the
small aeroplane had to climb to avoid icing up the wings until it was at its
limit of 4400m. At the designated landing site there was no break visible in
the cloud to make a descent and a return had to be made to Iceland. Two
days passed waiting for better weather before the team was flown in on 19
March, in brilliant sunshine, but leaving just two days to make the ascent
attempt.

After establishing a base camp, everyone started up the eastern approach
glacier, some with rucksacks, some towing pulks containing safety kit and
technical equipment for the climb. Progress was slow in deep, cold snow.
At temperatures below minus 30° centigrade, not enough energy can be
put into the snow to melt it and allow objects to slide with little friction 
the snow has glide properties more akin to sand. When the wind began
blasting down the glacier and the temperature plummeted a cache was made
at 2870m, before returning to base camp. Two members suffered frost nip,
one to a finger and one to the face.

The next and final day of winter, everyone returned to the cache of the
previous day. In bitter cold winds, ropes of three were made and tJ:1e parties
continued skiing upwards in deep snow until reaching exposed rocks at the
base of the south-west ridge at 3400m. Here, a northerly gale was raging
over the ridge adding a very large wind chill factor to the already minus 40°C.

Following page
91 Paul Walker (left) and John Starbuck (right) ascending the final section

of the NE ridge above the steepening during the first summit attempt
on Gunnbjl2lrnsfjeld (3693m), 4 March 2006. (Adrian Pedley)
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A rock band around the summit pyramid requires a single pitch of climbing
on the south-west ridge route. This may have been feasible for a pair leading
through but just wasn't practicable in such conditions for such a large group.
A second cache of gear was hurriedly made before retreating to base camp.

Four days of bad weather beset the base camp. As the equinox slipped
by, the objective was changed to making the earliest spring ascent. On 26
March, after a record -43°C, some of the group made out for the ridge
cache. Progress was intermittent as skins came off skis in the extreme cold.
However, strong winds had fIrmed the snow surface and the fIrst cache was
reached quickly. Just before reaching this cache though, the wind began
blasting down the glacier once more and the attempt had to be abandoned
again. Whilst not achieving the summit, the expedition did succeed, at
3400m on the south-west ridge, in climbing to the highest altitude achieved
in the Arctic in winter.

The second attempt was made in March 2006. As before, the ski plane
departed from north-west Iceland, this time two weeks earlier. Captain
Bjarki made a difficult landing acrosfthe glacier slope and the plane slewed
sideways in deep powder snow as it came to a stop. As Captain Bjarki tried
to taxi towards our intended camp location, the plane slewed further
sideways burying a ski into the snow, 'I cannot taxi, you have to unload. I
leave engines running,' said Captain Bjarki , coolly. No sooner had we
unloaded the aeroplane than Captain Bjarki took off uphill up the glacier
in a whirling wake of spindrift, once again leaving us to cope with whatever
the Arctic elements would throw at us until his return in three weeks' time.
By contrast to 2004, the weather forecast was for a blocking high for the
next few days.

Everyone packed food and fuel for six days into pulks and rucksacks.
With a view to attempting the north-west ridge instead, the group skied
about 5 km up the north-east approach glacier to an advanced base camp
location at 2430m on a slight ridge opposite a serac band, a small depression
between offering some protection. After erecting two tents and leaving the
food and fuel everyone returned to base camp. Two more tents and
everything else for six days was moved up to the ABC the following day.

On 4 March a dawn start was made skiing upwards from ABC. In spite
of temperatures below -30°C I found it quite warm skiing in a down suit
and I had to unzip everything for cooling. Initially the route climbed gentle
slopes until a high steepening in the glacier with a choice of going right or
left. We chose the right which had less dead ground and was easier angled
but at the top, in the dead ground, was an unseen impassable crevasse which
crossed most of the slope necessitating a long traverse left, then back right
above it and below a pair of wind sculptured holes which looked just like
eyes in a face, looking out down the glacier. Above the eyes, in more dead
ground, was another unseen impassable crevasse, again cutting across most
of the slope. Again, another long traverse leftwards was needed to fInd a
narrow snow bridge. The route then eased into a bowl below a steep wall.
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The easiest line was an ascending traverse left up across the wall on icy
neve with occasional snow patches. However it was on the limit for skins
to grip and it was a real strain to hold a few centimetres' length of ski edges
on the ice. Halfway, John lost his edges, fell into the slope and the steep
angle wouldn't allow him to regain his edges whilst staying in balance. I
was struggling more than most with narrow half-length skins but managed
to get below John to help him, at risk of him sliding and taking both of us
down the slope. As John and I battled on up the nightmare traverse, the
others pulled steadily ahead.

At the top of the rising traverse were a couple of fallen serac blocks around
which we turned and the ski tracks went easily into another large bowl
before climbing out right and back left to a large platform area below the
summit pyramid ridge. As we crossed this bowl I realised that I could no
longer afford to support John at the rear without putting my own bid for
the summit at risk. I baulked at the thought of returning to subject myself
to these conditions for a third time and knew I would have to tell him that
I must leave him to preserve my chance at the summit. I hated having to do
it, but the deed was duly done and he was graciously understanding of my
position. I advised John not to attempt to go back on his own but either to
stay put and wait for someone's return to go back to ABC with him or to
continue on upwards until he met up with the others.

At the platform, the others were changing into crampons whilst Paul
and Barry reconnoitred the summit pyramid ridge. A previous summer
expedition had reported this ridge to be a walk; the encircling rock band
was subsumed on this north-west ridge but nevertheless we thought the
last 50 metres of the summit block looked quite steep and exposed. To my
surprise and delight John arrived whilst I was fitting my own crampons
and presently announced he had forgotten how to put his crampons on.
I assumed this was because he had borrowed them to fit his new oversized
boots and thought nothing more of it. I fitted them for him but had to
remove my gloves at minus 40°C to get the overly short straps to fasten;
thankfully there was little wind and I retained the necessary dexterity. I then
started up the ridge expecting John to follow shortly behind. I kept stopping
and looking back, but the flank of the ridge was convex. Eventually I saw
him appear and so I continued upwards.

I soon caught up with the others at the steepening from where the final
foreshortened section looked almost vertical. Adrian and Barry had begun
carefully picking their way up the final 50 metres. Paul, Doug and Lucy
were at the foot, looking up the slope, but not advancing; James and Hugh
were resting just below. Paul was advising them that there was neither the
daylight remaining nor the quality of snow to deploy a rope for protection
and that anyone wanting to continue would have to climb unprotected.

I stepped up a few feet past Doug to judge the angle and the consistency
of the snow. It was about Scottish II and the neve was firm, crampons
bedded in with a satisfying thud and my axe shaft sank up to the adze -



92 Paul Walker (left) and John Starbuck (right) approaching the platform
during the first summit attempt. Note the long shadows from the low
angle of the sun only an hour or so after midday. (Adrian Pedley)

93. John Starbuck approaching the summit of Gunnbj0rnsfjeld (3693m) during
the first summit attempt. (Barry Roberts)
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eight out of ten for security. I realised there was never going to be a better
opportunity than this; stable high pressure, perfect visibility, almost no wind,
no altitude problems and plenty of energy. I wondered whether I would be
able to reverse the route but told myself I would just have to reverse down
the steps I would be making; after all it was only about 20 metres at this
steepest angle. I was reminded of previous times when things looked very
steep and had proved to be easier than first seemed.

I looked back at Doug and said it was good stuff, pretty secure. Meanwhile
Paul started up and we went up the slope together, Paul preferring two
axes into the white neve on the flank on the left, me preferring to balance
up the greyish ice on the right, nearer to the exposed ridge crest. It was
about twenty steps before the angle eased and we joined Adrian and Barry
on the small summit plateau, at about 4pm.

Being so late in the afternoon, we did not stay long. It felt very secure
just walking down, facing out. I expected to see the others coming up, but
was surprised to see none had come up any further. Doug was very agitated,
citing John's tiredness as a vehicle to vent his frustration, saying there could
be a problem getting him down the mountain. I felt not a little attacked
myself and was confused; Hugh, James and Lucy were not there - why had
they not climbed up like the four of us; it had been OK? An intense exchange
revealed the reality of the team make-up: for Doug, Lucy, James and Hugh
their forte was ski-touring, not mountaineering; John was a piste skier and
it transpired that he'd never worn crampons before at all, hence his difficulty
at the platform. If they were to climb this last part of the mountain they
would need the comfort of a rope. Commonsense then resumed with the
realisation that it was more important to put our differences aside and to
descend to ABC before darkness beset us.

As we accompanied John to the platform he was swaying about, obviously
suffering from tiredness, altitude and probably dehydration. As I removed
my crampons at the platform I became conscious of John not preparing
himself for the descent. James and Hugh had already set off. Everyone
else was busy sorting themselves out so I took John's crampons off for him
and packed them into my rucksack along with his axes, harness, gear and
thermos. Meanwhile Barry was laying out the para-glider he had carried
up to make a first winter flight in the Arctic. As Adrian took pictures, Barry
took off on his skis and soared slowly across the bowl, his skis still attached,
eventually making a landing at ABC. Paul, John, Adrian and I then started
the descent into the upper snow bowl.

Conscious that the light was now flattening rapidly, Paul and Adrian
skied ahead trying to discern the faint marks of the uphill track left on the
icy neve. Meanwhile I maintained a position just behind John so that I
could assist him if necessary. The icy neve had been scoured into hard
sastrugi which deflected skis and threatened to break the tips, making the
skiing very difficult. In his tired state, John fell many times. Time and
again I fought against the sastrugi to precision turn around him and counter-
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balance him back onto his feet, taking a couple of falls myself. He kept
stopping, wanting to rest and I had to encourage him on, knowing the
potentially dire consequences if we did not get back to ABC before darkness
fell. It took three hours to pick our way down, down across the nightmare
traverse and along between the two long crevasses. By comparison, the
earlier skiers had got down in just 45 minutes. We reached ABC just as the
quarter-phase moon replaced the last light from the sun.

It was a very cold night, probably exacerbated by tiredness and
dehydration. Cloud rolled in on the lower glacier, then rose up to envelope
ABC and the nearby peaks. Snow fell. I had my sleeping bag hood sealed
up and still had to do in-bag exercises to keep warm. I spent the waking
hours considering scenarios of how the expedition might develop from this
point. I reasoned that ascents of Dome and Cone, the second and third
highest peaks in the Arctic, would require each of the remaining nine days
to be perfect weather to travel to them and return in the time available. I
reckoned this was very unlikely and so resigned myself to assisting with a
second summit bid. -

For the next four days the weather was poor; food and fuel ran down
threatening a need to re-supply from base camp. But, at dawn on 9 March
another summit bid was made by all. It was much windier than on the 4th,
snow plumes were blowing off ridges. I couldn't keep my feet warm; whereas
the others had battery powered boot heaters, I was keen to rely only on my
body's own resources. I slackened off my boots, removed volume fillers
and socks to increase circulation and was just able to maintain sensations
of feeling in my feet if I kept moving.

This time we took the left-hand ramp which steepened at the top to a
sunlit col, just below the fallen serac blocks at the top of the nightmare
traverse. I wanted to get to the col for some warmth, but one of John's
skins c~me off and I had to stop to remove it, losing heat in the process and
numbing my feet again. I stuffed the skin inside my down suit to warm it
whilst John half herringboned, but it was very steep and too slow. I had
put on two sets of half-length skins and was only just gripping, it was so
steep. Paul and I re-fitted the skin but John still couldn't go any faster and
his prospects of making it to the summit were clearly over. We stopped just
above the sunlit col. Paul wanted to go on to check on the others. Adrian
said he had felt better but decided to carry on. I would like to have gone to
the summit twice, but not at the cost of frostbite so I chose to accompany
John back down to ABC.

John and I side-stepped down the steepest section, but his skin came off
again and so I removed it and put it inside my down suit again. Without
quick movement I couldn't regain any sensation of feeling in my feet and
began to get concerned. We picked up speed on the shallower ramp and as
we passed through beams of sunlight coming between peaks, sensations
returned to my feet. Just as we arrived in ABC, there was a fall from the
nearby serac band that fell harmlessly into the intervening depression. We
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serviced the camp ready for the return of the others. Meanwhile, Barry
had put up a fIxed rope on a psychological belay but it still left the section
above the steepening unprotected. Nevertheless, Doug, Lucy, James and
Hugh made it to the summit, but in stronger winds than on the 4th.

The weather for the descent to base camp was not as good as the previous
summit day but there was adequate visibility. Pulks were packed after a
leisurely start and massively loaded to do the journey in one ferry. Braking
and steering such a load down the mixture of sastrugi and deep snow was
very demanding on the knees. Then followed a long flat to base camp with
lots of herringboning and it was hard to keep the pulks moving against the
sand-like friction of the snow.

The following night at base camp I was woken about 11pm by a noise at
the back of the tent. Initially I assumed it was someone checking the tent
guys before turning in. Then something touched the fabric just behind my
head and then moved round to the front of the tent. Simultaneously Paul
woke up and asked me what I thought. Then, as we looked at each other,
we both had the same thought. Improbable as it was, the most likely cause
was a polar bear.

Paul opened the door and saw the bear pass by, heading for the others'
tents. As Paul rushed into the kit storage tent to find flares he shouted to
alert the others. The bear trashed Doug and Lucy's unoccupied tent and
took a bite out of Doug's sleeping bag; luckily they were in with James and
Hugh, playing Trivial Pursuit by torchlight. Then the bear returned to
Barry and Adrian's tent, tore the porch off the tent and then tore into their
front door. They hit it in the face with a saucepan and it moved off. Paul
then fued off one of the parachute flares.

By the time John and I had got out of our tent the bear was gone,
somewhere out there, invisible in the gloom. People were shouting 'It's
over there. No, it's over there' - referring to completely different directions.
There was some intermittent moon and star light as clouds passed overhead
and it was hard to see anything due to fog lying on the glacier - not being
able to see more than a few yards was the worst of it. We placed skis in a
stockade formation around base camp and improvised an arsenal of
defensive weaponry based on ice axes and burning fuel options, in case the
bear returned. An all-night vigil was maintained, the worst periods being
total cloud cover and a prolonged hazy dawn during which the very poor
visibility would have provided only a few seconds of warning.

Morning eventually broke with good weather to reveal the zigzag tracks
of the bear around the camp and there was a hole in my tent next to where
my head had been. With only one serviceable tent and pitiful defences we
called in the aeroplane early but by 1Dam haze had reduced visibility.
We heard the plane arrive overhead and then recede away; Captain Bjarki
had misheard the GPS coordinates and could not see the camp through the
low cloud on the glacier. We gave the coordinates again and he returned
spectacularly through a notch in a ridge to fly directly over us. We laid out



94. Looking up the flank of the NE ridge during the second summit attempt,
on Gunnbj0rnsfjeld (3693m), 9 March 2006. (Paul Walker)

95. Douglas Gun climbing beside the fixed rope on the NE ridge steepening
during the second summit attempt, 9 March 2006. (Adrian Pedley)
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bags to mark a runway in the flat light and in confusion over right and left
over the radio we could see that Captain Bjarki was trying to land on the
side of the line of bags where everyone was standing. As Paul shouted into
the radio 'Wrong side! Wrong side! Other side! O-t-h-e-r s-i-d-e!' Captain
Bjarki twitched the 9-ton aeroplane just feet above the ground and put it
down on the other side as everyone struggled to scatter in the deep snow.

Afterwards, Barry said he'd found it harder than his experience on Everest,
with no respite from the persistent cold, the temperatures rarely ever rising
above -30°e. My own experience tells me that climbing and skiing skills
count for little in polar environments compared to the need for higWy refined
winter camp craft skills, for without these basic essentials one can have
little chance of being in good enough physical and psychological condition
to utilise those more technical skills. For expeditions in extreme conditions
like these, a certain degree of English eccentricity probably does not go
amiss either and the saying 'only mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the
.... ' comes to mind, in a perverse sort of way.

Summary: An account of the first winter ascent of Gunnbj0rnsfjeld, 3693m,
Greenland, the highest peak in the Arctic. Both visits were commercial
expeditions, organised and led by Tangent Expeditions International.

Members of the record setting winter 2004 attempt: Janice Cargill, James
Carnegie, Conrad Dickinson, Stephane Manndalert, Glen Morris, John
Starbuck (AC), Dagmar Wabnig, Paul Walker (Leader), Chris Weyers.

Members of the successful winter 2006 ascent: John Burness, Douglas
Gurr, Hugh MacKay, Lucy Makinson, Adrian Pedley, Barry Roberts, John
Starbuck (AC), Paul Walker (Leader), James Wheaton.
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